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Ultrasonic Visualization System Employing New Scanning and 
Presentation Methods* 
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FRANCIS J. FRY, AND ELIZABETH KELLY FRY 

Intersience Research Institute, Champaign, Illinois 61820 

New methods for the ultrasonic visualization of tissue, achieved by employing a newly developed versatile 
instrumentation system, are outlined and their application to the examination of brain is illustrated. The 
complete system, whose operating characteristics are described in detail, incorporates an on-line medium- 
sized digital computer, implementing omnidirectional scanning, utilizing three translational and two 
rotational degrees of freedom; relief display, which combines intensity modulation and deflection of the 
oscillograph beam by the echo signals; and segmental construction of echograms, which incorporates Mde 
dynamic range combined with high resolution via program control of receiver gain as a function of range 
and echo strength. Omnidirectional scanning permits the more complete viewing of tissue interfaces than is 
possible with the usual compound-•anning methods. Relief display provides an additional parameter as 
compared to the common flat format for the presentation of echo information in a two-dimensional picture, 
and the type of echo signal composition at individual positions on an echogram thus can be represented 
The relief format also facilitates detection of significant echo signals agai,mt the back•ound. Compre- 
hensive presentation eliminates the need for, and problems associated with, time-variable gain in receiver 
amplification and also provides for much greater flexibility in the choice of an amplifier gain characteristic 
as a function of signal amplitude. The illustrative results presented demonstrate that new ultrasonic 
visualization methods can be used to detect and localize (1) internal structural features of the cranial vault, 
(2) external features of the brain (ventricular, cistemal, and fissural surfaces); and (3) major blood vessels 
(midsa•4ttal sinuses) in considerable detail, under the condition that acoustic energy does not traverse bone. 

INTRODUCTION 

, ROBLEMS associated with the detection and local- ization of structural features of anatomically nor- 
mal and abnormal human brains by ultrasonic echo 
methods are receiving increasing attention. The rela- 
tively simple method (A-scan presentation) by which 
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the entire information on the screen at any time corm- 

sponds to the echoes received for a single position of the 
axis of the examining train of acoustic pulses has been 
applied by a number of investigators to detect lateral 
shifting of midsagittal structures, 1-1s and it is used 
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almost routinely in some clinical centers. The accuracy 
of the znethod has been studied by a number of investi- 

gators, in particular, extensively by White and collab- 
orators. n.•a.•? Although the technique does have some 
diagnostic value in clinical practice, for example, to 
indicate major shifts of midsagittal structures in 
patients with cerebral tumors or vascular disorders, it 
is becoming increasingly evident that more sophisticated 
approaches are necessary if even a moderate amount of 
information is to be obtained on the positions of 
intracranial structures. 

A number of investigators •-•-'; have become concerned 
with developing compound-scanning methods com- 
bined with two-dimensional representations of lhe 
echoes from planar sections through the brain and sur- 
rounding structure (B-scan presentation). These two- 
dimensional ultrasonic pictures are in the must general 
case constructed from the echo information obtained 

in response to examining pulses corresponding to a 
number of angular orientations and spatial positions of 
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the axis of the examining pnlse train. Compound scan- 
ning is employed wit h the comnlon transceiver arrange- 
ment in order to detect a reasonable fraction of the 
"area" of the tissue interfaces within the cranium, 
since the strength of the intercepted echo from a site 
is markedly dependent on the angle between the direc- 
tion of propagation of the incident acoustic radiation 
and the normal to the tissue interface at the site. Many 
tissue bonnduties constitute reasonably good specular 
reflectors (angle of incidence equal to angle of reflec- 
tion), so it is not possible to build good cross-sectional 
pictures by attempting to view acoustically such inter- 
faces by employ'ing either a single or a narrow range of 
angular orientations of the incident radiation. In gen- 
eral, it is not feasible to offset the reduction in the ratio 
of the received-to-transmitted signal on deviating more 
than a few degrees froin the configuration wherein 
the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection 
by increasing the sensitivity of the detecting system 
(background noise appears) or by increasing the intens- 
it 5 ' level of the transmitted pulses (echoes for which 
specular conditions exist on detection are so large by 
comparison that neighboring nonspecnlar ones cannot 
be resolved). Of course, in addition, the level of the 
transmitted pulses cannot be increased indefinitely 
because damage to the tissue ultimately results. Another 
observation, pertinent to employing a wide range of 
angular orientations of the axis of an examining trans- 
ceiver with respect to the configuration of the tissue 
interfaces to be detected, is the desirability of being 
able to interpret the relative strengths of received 
signals (for optimum viewing of each site) as a measnre 
of the magnitude of the gradients in the values of the 
acoustic parameters--characteristic impedance and 
sound velocity of the tissues at partially reflecting 
interfaces. 

This paper is concerned witIt the description of tin 
ultrasonic visualization system that incorporates new 
scanning and presentation methods and other techni- 
qnes. It also includes, as an illustration of its use, some 
typical restilts that have been obtained froin the exam- 
ination of brain. A comprehensive presentation of the 
nltrasonic visualization of intracranial anatomy is the 
snbject of a separate paper? Onc methodological 
adwmce, designated omnidirectional scareting, provides 
for vicwing interfaces within planar cross sections of 
the tissne by examining pulses incident on these inter- 
faces not only for a range of angular orientations of the 
axis of the examining beam within tile plane of section 
(B scanning), but also with the axis at a variety of 
angnlar orientations with respect to the plane of sec- 
tion. The information for the presentation is obtained 
in this case by time gating of the incoming echoes so 
that only those corresponding to an appropriate range 
interval are recorded for each position of the transducer 

2• W. J. Fry, "Intracranial Anatomy Visualized In l'/vo by 
Ultrasound," Invest. Radio. S, 243-266 {1968). 
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Fro. 1. Major components of ultrasonic visualization facility illustrating physical arrangement. (1) Apparatus for positioning and moving acoustic scanning assemblies and associated equipment--basic unit is a modified turret drill, Cintimatic model DE. Attached 
to the base are a sound tank containing the transmitting liquid in which the acoustic scanning assembly moves and an apparatus that supports the head of the animal and aligns it with the axes of the scanning motions. (2) Electronic control unit, Cincinnati Acramatic 
330. This unit places the positioning apparatus (1) under tape control and therefore serves as an interface between it and the computer (6). (3) Reflectoscope•Sperry model UM721. This equipment is used during various acoustic alignment procedures as well as "on line" 
as part of the video channel for the system. (4) Console housing: visual display instrumentation, digital timers, digital-to-analogue 
converter units, and power supplies. (5) Driver for providing radio-frequency power to any of a variety of acoustic transducers. (6) 
Digital computer Raytheon 520. This instrument is used on-line to control scanning motions and positions, amplifier gains, echo 
signal processing, video display, and time sequences of events in general. (7) Typewriter for data input (•o•E^ta lan•-mage) and print- out from the computer. ' 

assembly. Of course, the maximum width of the range 
interval that can be employed in any case is a function 
of the angle that the axis of the examining beam makes 
with the planar slab of tissue under examination. For 
example, when the axis is in the plane of the slab, no 
time gating need be employed to ensure that the re- 
ceived echoes arise from structures in the slab (the 
range interval is limited in this case to maintain 
azimuthal resolution); but when the examining beam 
axis is normal to the slab, the time gating must be 
adjusted so that the range interval corresponds to the 
slab thickness. The two-dimensional presentation is 
thus constructed, in general, from a series of mutually 
abutting strips. The considerable increase in the elabor- 
ation of scanning outlined here provides more complete 
information on the loci of tissue interfaces that normally 
partially reflect incident sound than can be achieved 
by the usual compound-scanning configurations. In a 
second methodological innovation, relief display, the 
echo information is presented in a two-dimensional 
format but with a relief effect, i.e., the echo patterns 
have the appearance of mountain ranges and peaks 
illuminated from the side, stronger echoes corresponding 
to taller peaks with broader bases. This type of present- 
ation, as contrasted with the usual flat format, makes it 
possible to distinguish between different types of echo 
compositions at single sites on the echograms and thus 
constitutes a means of presenting more structural 
information. It also facilitates the identification of 
significant small signals against background noise, and 
it seems to aid the viewer in assimilating echogram- 
pattern information. A third innovation, the use of an 
on-line digital computer in the instrumentation, not 

only implements the new methodological advances just 
indicated, but it also provides for increasingly sophisti- 
cated processing of echo signal data, e.g., maintaining 
wide dynamic range without concomitant loss of 
resolution, and it essentially eliminates the need for 
time-variable gain. In addition, a general-purpose 
computer greatly reduces the need for designing and 
developing a series of expensive special-purpose equip- 
ment items during that evolutionary phase of a pro- 
gram, in which accumulating data generates a continu- 
ing demand for major changes in the instrumentation. 

[t I:to. 2. Arrangement of modified Clarke head-fixation apparatus, 
sound tank, and examining transducer assembly. (1) Head-fixation 
apparatus-- double arrow designates rotational degree of freedom 
about earbar axis. (2) Supporting framework for head-fixation 
apparatus. (3) Sound tank. (4) Water-barrier annular diaphragm. 
(5) Aperture in diaphragm that is closed in use by dorsal part of 
subject's head (6) Examining ultrasonic transducer. (7) Triortho- 
gonal motion and single rotational degree of freedom of the 
examining transducer. 
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FIO. 3. Configuration of ultrasonic e.amining transducer 
assemhly. Arrows show the direction of sound propagatioll from 
the source unit (1) [o the pickup inicrophone (5). (1) Ultrasonic 
source transducer illCOl'l•m'ating 3.0 MIlz PZT I in. diam plate 
with plaooconcave lens for some collima;ion --Automation Indus 
tries style 57 X2412. (2) Focal region of the system--region ia 
which best remlutlon is achieve,I. (3} Ellipmidal tellcolor caqt 
from a mixture of fine tungsten powder and an epoxy resin. 
(4) Hyperl•ohfid rellector similar b cast. (5) Receiving microphone 
incorporating 15-Mllz lithium sulfate • in. diam element 
Automation Industries uait. 

I. METHODOLOGY 

The major components of the nllrasonic lissuc- 
visualization facility are shown in the sketch of Fig. 1. 
The mechanical scanning equipment (1), with sound- 
coupling tank and supporting structnre for the snbjecl 
appears in the middle of lhe Figure. The positioning 
machine for SUl)porting and moving the lransducer 
assemblies is a modified, commercial, automatic turret 
drill, but sincc it provides onl 3 three rcctilincar motimls, 
it has been outfitted with a st ruetuft that supports and 
rotates the transducer unit in the coupling tank. 
stereotaxic apparatus for aligning and rigidly holding 
the head of the experimental animal slides on a lrack 
assembly faslcncd lo lhc so;red lank. Tim direclion 
movement is perpendicular lo the adjacent snrfacc of 
the tank to facilitale abutmenl of lhe head of the 

animal against a flexible ringsshaped diaphragm in the 
tank's side. The unit for automatic conlrol of sequences 
of movement of the positioning syslem is alesignaled 
by (2), and an .I lypc prcsenlalion monitor for direcl 
visual examination of echo pallcrns for single posilions 
of the axis of pulse propagalion is alesignaled by (3). 
The electronic control console (4) includes the oscillo- 
scope display, which is arranged for ellher direct viewing 
or pholographic recording. Power drivers (5) Io 
left of lhe console, provide for pulse elect rical excitation 
of a variely of examining transducer units. Xn on line 
digital computer (6) is an integral part of the system; 
its typewriter input and output (7), in operation, is 
placed at the console so that a single operator can 
control the entire syslem. 

l"m. 4. Waveforms 
of electrical events 
at the various ele- 
ments of the trans- 
dacer asscmhly and 
licld probe for vari- 
ous modes of opera- 
;ion of the system 
shoun ia line and 
hlock form in the 
lower part of the 
figure. Time inter- 
val reference for: 

a 0.5 usec; for b, 
c, and d•l.0 •c. 
(a)•oltage wave- 
form generated by 
the electronic lmlser 
(4) across the ultra- 
runic transmitter 
unit (1). (b)•Volt- 
age waveform across 
probe microphooe 
(2) [simila• to (3)] 
placed at the focus 
of the examining 
transducer assembly 
and amplified for 
cathode ray tube dis- 
play I)y a Ilar frequency-resl)onse anq)lilicr (5). (c--Voltage 
waveform generated at oUtlint of a Ilar frequenc 3-response aml)li- 
tier (6) receiving signal from microphone (3), when the ,tcoustic 
,murce, driven with the voltage lmlse shown in (a) is a probe nficro- 
phone (2), placed at the focus of the transducer asseml)ly. (d)-- 
Voltage waveform generated at output of a moderately narrow- 
band tuned amplifier (6) (Sl)erry Rcllectoscope [JM721--Pulser 
Receiver 5NFR), when the sy'stem is otherwise operated as for 
(c). This style of aml)lifier was used for the visual displays illu- 
strated in this paper. 

A. Materials and Equipment 

.t. Preparation of Animal 

Rhesus monkeys--Macaca n:ulalta--arc the subjects 
in the inlracranial visualization studies illustrated here. 

Since it is desirable to separate lhe problems associated 
wilh transmission of ultrasonic imlscs through the skull 
h'om those of delcrmining xvhat sl)ecilic intracranial 
slructural lealures can be nltrasonically detected, local- 
ized, and Menlifted, the animals nndcrgo a cranicctomv 
proccdnre sonic time prior to the firsl scheduled acoustic 
examination, in order to provide a bone fi'ce "window," 
which exposes the dorsal and laleral aspeels of lhc brain. 
The eranice;only is performed at a time snfl•ciently 
prior to ultrasonic examination so that the scalp is 
cornpie;el 3 healed. I• appears that such animals are 
snfficiently solicitous of their heads in the caged 
environment, so that damage is not likeIx lo occur to 
the brain with no protective replacements for the skull 
over periods of •onlhs to avear. For examination, the 
aninml is ancslhctizcd initially- by an inlrapc,'itoneal 
injection of sodiron pcntobarlfital (26.5 rag, kg body 
weight). It is then maintained in a stale of light 
anesthesia over periotis of ils long as 10 h by lhc 
administration of sanall doses as indicaled by lhe sensit- 
ivity of the anintal to noxious stimt, lation. 
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FIo. 5. Relative pressure amplitude at the microphone of the transducer assembly of Fig. 3 in the neighborhood of the focal region 
for pulses reflected from a metal sphere. (a)--Direction transverse to the beam axis and parallel to the longitudinal axis of the bar that 
supports the transmitting transducer (see inset, upper right--arrows indicate direction) and at the axial position of the center of the 
focus. (b)--Direction transverse to the beam axis mad perpendicular to the axis of the bar (see inset), which supports the transmitting 
transducer. (c)--Direction along the beam axis. Symbol zero designates center of local region in each case. 

2. support for Animal and Acoustic 
Coupling Arrangement 

The subject's head is supported in a modified form 
of Clarke's apparatus •a illustrated in Fig. 2, which also 
shows in diagrammatic form the relative configuration 
of the sound tzmk in which the transducer assembly is 

positioned. The head is engaged by the nsual arrange- 
ment of earbars and infraorbital and mouth clamps, 
which rigidly maintain the skull of the animal in a fixed 
position. An unusual feature of this head-fixation 
apparatus is the provision fro- rotating the head of the 
animal about an axis Ihrough the ear canals, thus 
providing one angnlar degree of freedom of the head 
axes relative to the axis of the examining transducer 
(present range of rotation 30ø). A reference for locating 
the focal center of the examining beam with respect to 
the head-fixation instrument is established by first 

providing the transducer with a demountable pointer, 
whose tip coincides with the focal center, and second, 
by bringing the tip into coincidence with a landmark 
on the apparatus (such as the center of the earbar axis). 
Although methods that employ external anatomic land- 
marks for locating intracranial structnre are not charac- 
terized by the high degree of accuracy achieved when 
internal landmarks are employed, '-'• such is not needed 
for the initial positioning of the examining beam with 
respect to brain fearnres, since, of course, the results 
of the examination permit one Is positi•n it more 
accurately. 

The head-fixation instrument shown in Fig. 2 is placed 
adjacent to a flexible annular diaphragm, which is 
fastened to the side of the sound tank. In use, the 
diaphragm is deflected toward the tank's interior by 

• R. H. Clarke, "Investigation of the Central Nervous System: 
Methods and Instrumentation," Part I, Johns Hopkins Hospital 
Rep., Suppl., 19 (Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Md., 1920). 

• W. J. Fry and F. J. Fry, "Location of Artatomic Sites in 
Brains of Experimental Animals Based on Internal Landmarks," 
Anat. Record 147, 171-186 (1963). 

the animal's head, the top of which protrudes directly 
into the transmission medium. In use, the marginal 
surface of the diaphragm surrounding the opening is 
covered with a caulking compound that insures a 
liquid-tight seal with the scalp. The transmission 
medium employed in the tank is either distilled water or 
a solution of salts, degassed in either case. It is necessary 
to maintain the medium in the sound tank at a relatively 

constant temperature, because, of course, the value of 
the velocity of sound changes as a function of this 
parameter. A constant value of the velocity is required 
to insure that the echoes obtained from a common site 
in the tissue but with different orientations of the trans- 

ducer system snperimpose appropriately for data pro- 
cessing and display. For example, with the path lengths 
employed here, to limit the variation in position of 
echoes on an echogram from a single lochs to no more 
than 0.5 mm, requires that the speed of sound in the 
water vary no more than 0.1%, which corresponds to 
a maximum variation in the temperature of the trans- 
mission medinm of IøC. 

3. Transducer and Acoustic Field Characteristics 

The transdncer configuration illnstrated in Fig. 3, 
which has been employed thus far in the visualization 
facility, is similar to that developed and reported by 
Olofsson as and Hertz et al? The outgoing pulses are 
produced by •t 1-in. diam circular PZT plate with a 
fundamental resonance frequency in thickness mode of 
3.1)0 MHz. The radiation produced by this transducer 
is collimated to some extent by an epoxy lens fastened 
directly to the face of the ceramic plate. On the opposite 
face, the ceramic is backed with a tungsten-araldite 
matching and absorbing termination to decrease ringing 

a0 S. Olofsson, "An Ultrasonic Optical Mirror System," Acustica 
13, 361-367 (1963). 

a•C. H. Hertz, "Ultrasonic Heart Investigations," Med. 
Electron Biol. Eng. 2, 39-45 (1963). 
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FzG. 6. Echogram coordinate notation.-Any 
convenient position and plane (leftned by the head 
holder can be used- fnr example midpoint of earbar 
axis and plane defined by this point anti surfaces of 
the infra orhital clamps for one specific position of 
the clamping arrangement. 

Lefl of 

Len of 

midsag. plane 

i 

Right of 

and thus permit the generation of short acostic pulses 
under single-pulse electrical excitation. 

Sound pulses reflected from Region (2), shown in 
Fig. 3, which corresponds to one of the focal points of 
the ellipsoid of rcvohllion (3), are intercepted by (3) 
and reflected to the hyperboloid of revolution (4), 
which has one of its focal points coincident with the 
second focal point of (3). The surface of (4,) reflects 
the sound to its second focal point, which is coincident 
with the receiving surface of pickup microphone (5). 
The reflectors (3) and (4) are cast as a composite 
material, :•0 six parts by weight of a mixtrite of two 
fine tungsten powders (No. 425 composed of particles 
4-5u in diameter; No. 427 composed of particles 
1-2g in diameter), one part by weight of a resin 
(CIBA Products Company, Araldite No. 502) with the 
addition of a polymer (Thiokol Chemical Corporation, 
LP-3) and a hardencr (CIBA Products Company, 
Araldite No. 951). This material is designed to have 
excellent absorbing properties for ultrasound as well 
as a high value for the reflection coefficient for such 
energy incident from a water lnedium. *z The distance 
from the face of (1) to the center of the focal region (2) 
(Fig. 3), is 12.7 cm, and the aperture angle of the 
14.0-cm diam collecting dish as seen from (2) is 0.49 sr. 
The good azimuthal resolving power of this system is 
one of its advantages, and for the specific piezoelectric 
units already described and the electrical driving pulses 
to be consk•ered next, this value is approximately 0.5 
mm in the focal region. 

Referring now to Fig. 4, when the driving pulse at 
the transducer delivered by the electronic pulse gener- 
ator (4) is of the form illustrated in Fig. 4(a), the acous- 
tic pulse produced is of the form seen in Fig. 4lb), 
which shows a well-damped acoustic waveform with a 

•-• H. P. Schwan and J. M. Reid, "Heart Wall Motion Studies 
with Ultrasound," U.S. PHS Grant H-3882 (C2) Progr. Rep. 
No. 1, March (1961), Univ. Penn. Electroreed. Div. IAcknowl- 
edgment is made to the helpful suggestions of J. M. Reid in 
regard to construction of the reflector.) 

"period" of 0.25 usec as received by a microphone (2) 
located in the focal region of the transducer assembly-- 
the fundamental resonant frequency of the microphone 
is 15 MHz and the amplifier (5) has a fiat frequency 
response over the necessary band to preserve the form 
of the microphone's response. The amplitude of the 
second cycle (second upward deflection in the Figure) 
is equal to 0.3 that of the first, and the amplitude of 
the third cycle is down hv a factor of approximately 
30 as compared with that of the first. To further elucid- 
ate the characteristics of the electroacoustic components 
the microphone (2) was excited by a voltage pulse with 
a waveform similar to that shown in Fig. 4(a) and the 
ontput voltage from the microphone at (3) was recorded 
after amplification by two different receivers placed at 
(6). Figure 4(c) shows the characteristic waveform when 
a fiat frequency-response amplifier is used at (6). 
However, if a tuned amplifier a with a bandwidth of 
1.20 MHz centered at 2.25 MHz (3-rib width) is used, 
the waveform is that shown in Fig. 4(d). Although the 
quality of the waveform shown in Fig. 4lb) is not 
maintained by the amplifier system presently used in 
the display instrumentation, Ihe form is similar to that 
shown in Fig. 4(d). 

Of course, factors other than the pulse duration are 
important in the determination of range resolution,•. aa 
which is approximately 0.5 mm for comparable echo- 
signal amplitudes, as will be apparent from the echo- 
grams. In the commonly used systems, an important 
factor influencing range resolutiou is the type of ampli- 
fication employed--for example, linear or logarithmic. 
However, in the system described here, the amplifier 
limilations in the usual form do not apply, since it is 

a, Sperry Reflectoscope UM721 with pulser receiver 5NRF. 
a J. M. Reid, "Ultrasonic Diagnostic Methods in Cardiology," 

Dissertation in Electrical Engineering., Univ. of Pennsylvania 
(1965). 

•a G. Kossoff, 1). E. Robinsnn, C. N. Liu, and W. J. Garrelt, 
"l)esign Criteria for Ultrasonic Visualization Systems," Ultra- 
sonics 2, 29-38 (1964). 
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Fw,. 7. Fchograms 
of a single transverse 
section of tile rhcsus 
monkey brain. Sim- 
ple sector scans. 
(a)--Flat format. 
(b)--Rclie[ format. 

possible lo employ a varielv (if dilTcrenl (Ivnanlic 
ranges corresponding lo differcnl areas of an echogram. 

Tile relative ln'essure amllliludc at lhc receiver 
microphone (3), when outg. oing pulses are relicclod from 
a 1.6-mm diem stainless sled sphere is shown graphic- 
Mix in Fig. 5 for varions positions of tile ball in the 
rcgion of the focal cenler and its neighl•orhood. 

4. $canninq and Echoqram Axes and Coordinates 

Tile ranges of movement of lhe transducer provided 
by the positioning machine in the three mutually 
perpendicular directions are 100, 50, and 25 cm, corre- 
sponding to the lateral, dorsoventral, and antere- 
posterior axes of the braiix for the contiguralion of 
head-fixation equipment employed. The rectilinear coor- 
dinate positions are dcl crmincd to 0.1 nnn for slalionary 
settings. 

For tile echogrmns illustrated in this paper, the axis 
of rotation of the transducer system was made parallel 
to the midsagittal plane of the I)rain. Thus, sector scans 
of transverse sections of the brain were produced. 
These echograms, which are photographic records 
(Polaroid) of the oscilloscope dlspla3, are recorded as 
one-to-one ultrasonic cross-sectional views of intra- 

cranial structure. A convention is needed to specify the 
rclative conliguration of the transducer position and 
axes with rcspcct to those of the head during the exam- 
inetion. The 1)osition of the plane of seclion along the 
longitudinal axis of Ihc brain is designated 1)y the 
symbol "A" indicating positions anterior to the earbar 
axis and "P" posterior, in accord with tim usual atlas 
notation. All recliline.•r coordinate values are specified 
in millimctcrs. A second coordinate indicates the 

angular orientation of the plane of the echogram, i.e., 
1330 Volume 44 Number 5 1968 

FIG. 8. Construc- 

tion of an echogram 
from tile echo infor- 
mation contained in 
individual display 
bands corrcslmnding 
to increments 

depth within a tissue 
cross section. (a)• 
Four disphty bands 
of echo data. These 

bands are separated 
by three hlank spaces 
that correspond to 
the echo data pre- 
sented in (b). The 
latter also includes a 
band of echo data to 

be added to the bot- 
tom of (a). (c)•The 
hands of echo data 

of (a) and (b) pre- 
sented as a cnmposite 
picture. 

file plane of section, with respect to tile horizontal 
plane (the latter is determined by Reid's linesea), each 
defined by the "center" of an external auditory meatus 
-- determined by the axis of the corresponding earbar• 
and the lowcrmost border of the ipsilateral infraorbital 
ridge--determined by the position of the correqponding 
infraol'bitM clamp (scc, for examlfie , Ref. 37). A second 
angular coordinate is required to specify tile direction 
of the prh•cil)al axis of the exanfining beam with respect 
to the derso ventral axis (perpendicular to the horizon- 
lal plane just delined) of the head. In addition, a 
coordinate value is required to specify the position of 
the center of the focal region with respect to tile mid- 
sagittal plane. All of this information can be shown on 
an echogram according to the format illustrated hx 
Fig. 6. 

as Although these lines may not be accmately coplunar befme 
clamping, they are aftm clmnl)ing is accomplished. 

a• S. Bauscrman, R. Meyers, anti W. J. Fry, "Spatial Variations 
Bct;x een Certain Cranial and Cerebral Structures and the Anterior 
and Posterior Commissures of the Living Human," Anal. Record 
146, 1-6 (1963). 
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Fio. 9. Echograms 
constructed froin 
bands for a single - 
transverse section 
through intracmnial 
structure and dis- 

playing struclural 
details for different -•. 
amplifier-gain sett- 
ings. (a) Relatively "• 
high amplifier gain 
settings to exhibit 
Ion -level echoes. 

Echoes from scalp 
and bone surfaces 

appear intense with 
large dellections and 
little resolution. (b) 

Gain settings ad 
jttsted to exhibit 
tail in strong echoes 
from scalp and bone. 
_Note that some ech- 
oes internal to the 
hrain that are pres- 
ent in (a) do not 
appear at all in this 
echogram. 

B. Basic Echogram Development and Related Topics 

1. Display Relief 

The informalion rcccivcd in the form of echoes from 
tissue interfaces wit bin the street ure under examination 

is presented on the face of it cathode-ray tnbe as is 
characteristic of the B scan type of presentation, but 
the format is sonicwhat different. In the usual method, 
which is designated here by the l erminologyfial present- 
ation, the intensity of a "spot" on the screen is deter- 
mined by two factors: (1) the amplitudes of individual 
echoes; and (2) the nnmber of echoes received from the 
same structure when viewed from different angles. The 
new format introdnced here, relief presentation, pro- 
rides an additional method of indicating the relative 
strength of returning signals through the use of spot 
deflection in addition to intensity. That is, the annpit- 
rude of a returning echo, corresponding to a specific 
position on the screen, can be indicated by a deflection 
(horizontal for the cchogrmns presented here) of the 
spot with the magnitude of this deflection proportional 
to some ftmction of the amplitude of the rettlrning 
signal. All deflections on the screen can be arranged, 
for ex•nple, to lie in the same direction so that the 
screen itself presents the appearance of mountain peaks 
and ranges illmninated from lhe side. Figure 7 con- 
trasts for a single transverse section through the rhesus 
braiu the nsual fiat format indicated in Fig. 7(a) with 
the corresponding relief format in Fig. 7(5). [n the 
relief-style presentation, it is possible to distinguish 
between different types of compositions of echoes at 
individual positions on an echogr,'un. For example, 
display parameters can be adjusted so that a large echo 
signal produces a large defiec lion of int ermcdiai e inl en- 
sity while a large ntm•bcr of small signals (corresponding 
to echoes received from different viewing angles) results 

© O 

Fro. 10. Diagram illus- 
trating band composition of 
echograms employed for 
omnidirectional scanning. 
Diagrams (b), (c), and (d) 
correspond to a singlc-tissue 
slab and are to be super- 
imposed. (a) Projection of 
a plane paral]el to the echo- 
grams on the plane of the 
illustration, i.e, the echo- 
grant planes intersect that 
oœ the i]lustration at 90 ø. 
(h)--Cross section of tissue 
slab examined as in ordin- 

ary compound scanning 
the axis (indicated by the 
arrow at the top) of the 
examining pulse train is in 
the "plane" of the slab. 
The rectangles correspond 
to different vertical posi- 
tions of the focus and a 

single value of the gatlug interval for the display. (c) and (d)-- 
Cross sections of tissue examined when scanning with the examin- 
ing beam axis outside of the plane of the slab is employed. A• rmvs 
indicate direction of principal axis of examining beam in each case. 
Rectangles correspond to the different positions nf the focus em- 
ployed for the band composition in each case. The echo informa- 
tion contained in any chosen uumber of such compositions can be 
coralfined together to yield an omnidirectional scan of the tissue 
slah. 

in a snml[ deflection of high inlensitv. II is thus apparent 
that the relief format provides the possibility of present- 
ing more structnral information in a two-dimensional 
format l han does the flat presentation. In general, one 
might wish to employ a variety of combinations of 
rdicf display paramctcrs, including the fiat display for 
grcatcst accnracy in position measurcments. From the 
experience that has bccn obtained it seems apparent 
that the relief format also aids the viewer to more 

readily distinguished patterns than does the flat pre- 
sentation. 

2. Time-Gated Display 

The display console contains the circuitry to permit 
gating of the presentation on the screen to correspond 
to echoes from any chosen increment of range. This 
results in advantages aside from its use in implementing 
omnidirectional scanning. The transducer assembly has 
a relalively short depth of focus, and, therefore, in 
order to achieve optimum resolution capability through 
out a lissne section, it is necessary that the center of the 
focus be placed at a series of depths. The gating circuilr 5 
provides that only those echoes corresponding to the 
focal region be presented on the screen. This type of 
composltim• is ilhtstratcd in Fig. 8, which shows two 
groups of picture bands iu Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) (four 
bands in each group), with the widths of the individual 
bands chosen to minimize spreading of the strong 
echoes in the presentation while displaying the weaker 
ones. as The composition shown in Fig. 8(c) is accomp- 
lished automatically under program control. 

a• Since the work reported here uas done, tile programming 
has been completed for adjusting the amplifier gain not only 
from band to band but also as a function of the position withi• 
a [land. 
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1.1'• Oc 15 1.0 cm 

I ....... Cenfral •ulcue 

2: ....... Cingulate eulcue 

3 ...... Interparietal sulcus 

4 ..... Corpue calloeal eulcu, 

5 ..... $ylvian figure complex 

6 ...... Hippocampal gyrul 
7 ...... Laferal v•nlrlcle 

8" ß o ß T,mparal luperior eulcue 

Oc 30 

A12 AI2 

0cl5 0•15 RI5 

I;IG. 11. Composite echograin (upper 
left) constructed manually from infor- 
mation from the six accompanying 
echogram photographs. Vertical col- 
umn of ecl•ograms obtained for 
different positions of rotation of the 
animal's head about the earbar axis. 

lIorizontal row of echograms is for 
different orlcutations of the examining 
beam axis with respect to the mid- 
sagittal plane (axis remains in the 
same transverse plane). Chart identi- 
ties annromic features manifested in 
the composite echogram. 

Fr5 

It is also apparent lhat the flexibility provided by 
the gatcd display in conjtmction with prograin control 
of the amplifier gain provides a second advantage 
reducing the compromises ordinarily made on the 
choice of operating characteristics for the receiver a•npli- 
tier. That is, it is not necessary to (1) balance the 
advantages of high resolution achievahle with a linear 
ampitiler against the wide dynamic range of a logar- 
ithmic characteristic; (2) choose a specific form for a 
time-variable gain characteristic to correct for absorp- 
tion loss and beam spreading as a function of range. In 
all systems heretofore cmI•loycd , coml•romi•cs between 
these various characteristics have presented consider- 
able dihfculties, and no saltsfactory solntion h;,s been 
achieved. 1 lowever, with the proscut system incorporat- 
ing computer control, it is possible to achieve both 
wide dynamic range and high resolution over most of 
the area of an echogram and to completely climinale 
problems associated with time variable gain. This 
follows because the gain of the amplifier can be adjusted 
automatically for the best presentation of signaais. as 

For increments of no more than a fcw millimeters, it 
is unnecessary to adjnst the gain on a time-variable 
basis, because of spreading, for echoes withiu the corm- 

sponding disphty bmod, since this factor produces a 
negligil)lc change in ccho amplitnde at the microphone 
for such small changes in range. Similarly, the al)sorp- 
tion loss in a few millimeters of tissue does not greatly 
ß •cct the amplitndc of the returning echoes for fre- 
quencies of the order of 1 5IHz (the average pressure- 
amplitude absorption coefficient in brain at 1 hlHz is 
0.1 cm -• at normal body temperature). In any case, 
the increment of range for which echoes are displayed 
in a single presentation band can be chosen so that 
absorption differences do not require time-variable 
gain; the wklth of the display, i.e., the range increment, 
prcscnlcd for each position of the focus of the systcln 
can be decreased as the frequency is increased corm- 
sponding to lhe increase in the valne of the absorption 
coefficient with lhe frequency. 

With respect to dynamic range and resolntion, it is 
possible to achieve much better combinations with the 
present system than with less sophisticated instrument- 
ation. For example, it is possible to employ' an amplifier 
lhat is essentially linear over most of the amplification 
range slid to change the gain as a fnnctlon of the ampli- 
tude of the echo signals received from each specific 
site. This can be accomplished entirely automatically 
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by the on-line computer. To implement these feattires, 
t•e axis of the rotary sector scan hats been provided 
with an encoder sensor for the precise determination 
of the angular position of the axis of the transducer 
assembly. aø As a specific example, the reflections that 
appear in Fig. 7, arising froln the bone and from the 
external surface of the scalp, which are of large ampli- 
tude compared to those arising from some of the other 
interfaces, could be presented with low amplifier gain 
to exhibit high resolntion (that is, resolution of detail 
in the signal shape), and low-amplitude signals could 
be presented with high gain and equal resolution. The 
desired restilt can be approximated by producing echo- 
grams with the gains for individual bands adjusted to 
different levels and with the band positions chosen to 
d/splay to the best advantage the observed signals. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 9, where echograms corre- 
sponding to a single cross section are shown for two 
sets of values of the g:dn for the different bands, one 
set to exhibit the details in high-intensity echoes and 
the other to exhibit the detail in and also the existence 
of lower-level echoes from within the brain. 

C. Composite Echogram Development 

1. Contributions to a Composite Echogram 

Tissue interfaces are identified, of conrse, by detecting 
partially reflected incident ultrasonic energy coming 
from within cross sectio•zs of the structure under examin- 
ation. These cross sections are in the forln of slabs with 
a thickness determined by the beam width of the trans- 

ducer system and by certain characteristics of the asso- 
ciated electronic processing system. When the principal 
axis of the examining beam remains in the slab corre- 
sponding to the echogram, then the echo information 
obtained is that characteristic of the usnal compound 
scanning methods. Obviously, a series of echograms can 
be recorded with the examining transducer in different 
fixed rectilinear positions (principal axis remaining iu 
the slab), with the axis of the examining beam under- 
going an angular sweeping motion to achieve sector 
scanning. A group of such sector scans can then be 
combined in order to achieve a composite, a procedure 
that is done automatically by instruments employing 
compound scanning. However, it has been instructive 
tinring the studies with the system described herein to 
examine in detail series of echograms corresponding to 
individual sector scans and to combine the information 

by manual methods. The restilting experience provides 
the rules for designing programs for automatic composi- 
tion. 

By rotating the head of the animal about the earbar 
axis, by means of the adjustment on the head holder, 
it would be possible to obtain any number of sets of 
individually mutually parallel planar echograms of the 

a•This feature was not available at the time the results on 
intracranial structure, which are included in this paper as an 
illustration, were obtained. 

Control 
Fir;. 12. Electrical and mechanical linkage pathways between 

the various elements of the visualizatiou system. 

type just described, i.e., with the principal axis of the 
examining beam always within the slabs corresponding 
to the echograms. The composition of the echo informa- 
tion from a number of such nonparallel sets of echo- 
grams into a single set wonld const.[tute a very extensive 
task requiring complex three~dimensional reconstruc- 
tion. Manual composition would be extremely impracti- 
cal, and its advantages at the present stage of the work 
in providing criteria for developing programmed com- 
pnter composition would then not be forthcoming. 

However, by using the omnidirectional scanning 
method, it is possible under computer control to 
obtain nmch additional echo information to incorporate 
readily into a si•;gle set of parallel echograins compared 
to the amount of information obtained by scanning 
with the principal axis always within the corresponding 
tissue slabs. The omnidirectional scanning is imple- 
mented by obtaining echo data with the head of the 
anima[ in vations rotated positions about the earbar 
axis. The arrangement of the bands is illustrated in 
Fig. 10 for three angles of orientation (one in the plane 
of the slab) of the examining beam axis with respect to 
the plane of the slab. 

2. Manual Composition of Echograms 

It is apparent that the construction of an echogram, 
employing echo data obtained by omnidirectional 
scanning, composition by bands, relief presentation, 
and, in the next phase of the work, program control of 
amplifier gain within a single band, constitutes a comp- 
lex process. At the present stage of the sindies of brain, 
it is apparent that manual composition of the informa- 
tion froin varions individnal echograms is a necessary 
stage in the development of criteria and procedures for 
ultimately combining all the information in a completely 
automatic fashion. At the present time, composite 
echograms are constructed by transferring the informa- 
tion obtained onto a transparent overlay on which all 
the pertinent echo information can be marked. This 
method of manual composition, illustrated in Fig. 11, 
provides some very delinite advantages at the present 
stage of development of the echo data-processing 
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methods, even though it is time consmuing? For 
example, it provides the equivalent of viewing the tissue 
at those gain settings for the receiver amplifier most 
appropriale for the various structural features. Another 
advantage is the elimination of inaccuracy in the regis- 
tration ot overlapping patterns. It is possible with the 
overlay method to superimpose accurately echo infor- 
mation common to two echograms in the immediate 
neighborhood of pattern information that is not com- 
mon, thus permitting the transfer of the noncommon 
information to the composite without the blnrring of 
the detail caused by lack of perfect registration. In this 
regard, it should be noted that registration is not 
only a function of the accuracy of geometric posi- 
tioning of the transducer assembly and the precision 
in electronic tracking, bnt it is also influenced by (1) the 
small differences in the transit time of the sound along 
composite propagation paths through coupling medium 
and tissues as the same structnral features are viewed 

from a variety of orientations, and by (2) the refraction 
introdnced when the sound enters the tissue at large 
angles of incidence. That is, in general, returning echo 
information must be examined to determine from the 

pattern itself how superposition should be accomplished 
in constructing composites. This can be done auto- 
maticallv only with rather sophisticated data process- 
ing. The use of a manual method, for example, employ- 
ing overlays of the type described, aids in the develop- 
merit of criteria for incorporation into a machine 
method. 

II. INSTRUMENTATION ORGANIZATION 

A. System Structure 

Since the acoustic soft-tissue visualization system 

described in this paper is intended to be a highly 
versatile investigative tool, it is organized differently 
and is considerably more elaborate than ultrasonic 

instruments that have been designed in the past for 
diagnostic use. Parts of the system can be modified or 
replaced as new techniques are derdoped, with the 
other parts either being tinaffected or readily adaptable 
to the changes. Fundamental to this versatility is the 
basic structnre of the system as shown in Fig. 12 at 
the stage in which it was when the visualization results 
included here were obtained. _• digital computer is used 
to control and coordinate the operation of various sub- 
systems; i.e., a distinguishing characteristic of the indi- 
vidual system components is the ability to be controlled 
and observed by a computer. Though all the inter- 

40 The construction of composite echograms in the manner of 
the usual B-scan presentation is not apl)ropriate for achieving the 
resolution capability and the x4sualization of artatomic detail 
that can now be attained with manual composition. Much addi- 
tional sophistication is necessary in the computer handling o[ 
echo data in order to achieve the capability of the latter, as is 
apparent from the ensuing discussion of this Section. 

lqg. 13. Video-signal-channel component of Fig. 12. 

connections are not shown in Fig. 12, every portion of 
the system is dealt with in some way bv the computer. 
The advantages of such an arrangement have been 
found to be so marked that future additions will be 

designed to allow an even greater degree of computer 
control. 

In the present system, the numerically controlled 
positioning machine, or scanner, which supports the 
acoustic transducer assembly, has been modified to 
operate directly from computer commands. The echo 
patterns presented on the display console are also under 
direct computer control and while some direct com- 
munication has existed between the scanner and display, 
the major link between the two for obtaining the results 
reported herein was via the computer and its stored 
programs. Elimination of the direct link has since been 
accomplished so that complete program control is now 
available for the display unit. 

In general organization, the present detection ampli- 
fier or video-signal channel follows conventional design, 
though some of its detailed properties are of interest 
here. As shown in Fig. 13, echo signals received by the 
microphone are transnfitted by an emitter-follower 
preamplifier (built as an integral part of the micro- 
phone assembly) through a matched coaxial cable to 
the main amplifier. Most of the parameters that deter- 
mine the nature of the signal eventually presented to 
the display are contained within the main amplifier; 
gain, frequency and transient responses, amplitude 
characteristics, and noise are the more important ones. 
A separate stage contributes the limiting or overload 
characteristic, though on occasion a logarithnfic main 
amplifier has been used, and then the limiting stage is 
omitted. Following the limiting amplifier are two post- 
amplifier stages to deliver the video signal to the display 
cathode-ray tube grid and to the deflection circuits for 
the "relief" deflection. As can be seen in Fig. 13, nearly 
every stage in the signal channel has some provision 
for adjustment, either manually or through progrant 
control. For example, the degree of relief effect can be 
varied over a wide range by adjusting the controls on 
the post amplifiers, and the nature of hills can be 
changed from the peak D-pc to plateaus by adjusting 
the limiter stage. As experience is accumulated, at 
least some of these controls will be placed tinder 
program control. 
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l,'jc. 14. 1)isplay component of l"ig. 12. 

B. Computer-Display Link 

To give the computer program complete control 
over the echogram presentation, the display circuitry 
nmst be organized in appropriate fashion. Parts of the 
system are conventiomd, as shown in Fig. 14, such its 
lhe deflection amplifier and tinblank circuits, while 
others are special and programmable, such as the sweep 
and timing circuits. Program control is accomplished 
by converting digital information from the computer 
into separate control voltages for each circuit by means 
of a multichannel digital-to-analog converter. For the 
echograms presented in this paper, such program con- 
trol was provided for the horizontal and vertical posi- 
tions of the pattern, the center and duration of the 
range interval to be displayed, the time delay between 
transmitted examining pulse and initiation of the dis- 
play sweep, and the video amplifier gatin. 

The use of these programmed parameters with the 
acoustic arrangement of Fig. 3 [-shown in diagramatic 
form with coordinate notation in Fig. 15(a)} demon- 
strates how the system can adapt to it wide variety of 
acoustic situations. Suppose that the assembly scans 
by rotating about the pivot axis indicated and that it 
has a focal center at a distance r from this axis. The 

display pattern for such a scanning motion is indicated 
in Fig. 15(b), with a target at the focal center shown 
near the middle of the display. To produce this display, 
the programmed tinting circuits are adjusted by the 
computer to produce the waveforms shown in Fig. 1.5 (c), 
according to the following program computations in 
which the symbols have the following meanings: d is 
the depth of focus of the array; 2P, the total sound-path 
length; r, the radius from mounting axis to focal center; 
l,•, the time delay to initiation of range unbhmk; 
l, the time from emission of pulse to receipt of echo 
from focal center; 1,, the time from initiation of sweep 
to display of echo signal; l,, the sweep delay; t,, the 
time to end of range unblank; and v, the sound velocity' 

First, it is observed that l•= 2ply. However, for the 
display sweep to appear to radiate from the pivot axis, 
the echo must occur at a time t• after the slart of the 
sweep, such that 

l•=t.-l,=2r/v. (1) 

•. [ Poth length• 
Tronsducer •.•1• i (one cenler• 

Acoustic 

signol$ 

Display 
unblonk 

Oieploy 

Tronsmifted 

/pulse 
Echo from torget 
or focoI center 

+-s œd:e(u t 

I"m. 15. Acoustical and mechanical characteristics of the trans- 
ducer assembly and electfica[ events in the display section of the 
examining system. (a) - Typical acoustical pathway and a specific 
mechanical pivot axis position. (b) Diagrammatic representation 
of cathode-ray tube face showing angular sector display for a 
single position of the pivot axis of the transducer assembly. 
(c)--Time sequence of events associated with the displaying of a 
signal on the screen of the presentation unit. 

Therefore, the sweep delay h is set by the program 
to satisfy 

l•= h-- 2r/v= 2(p--r)/v. (2) 

For an operating depth of focus of the assembly equal 
to d, the display is activated for a range time interval, 
h,- &, as follows: 

l•- la = 2d/v. (3) 

t:inally, the range time interval is set to start after it 
delay ta its follows, where it is assumed the focus is to 
be centered in lhe interval 

1,, = h-d/v = (2p-d)/v. (4) 

Thus, it can be seen that once the display timing 
circuits have been made programmable to the extent 
indicated here, they are adaptable to acoustic con- 
tigurations with wide ranges of combinations of focal 
lengths, sound-palh lengths, and depths of focus. If 
the sweep speed were also programmable, coupling 
media characterized by different values of the sound 
velocity could also be accommodated; consequently, 
such it provision is planned for the future. 

C. System Programming 

()f major importance to achieving the capabilities of 
the instrumentation system is the computer program- 
ming for on-line application, including the communica- 
tion arrangements for human-operator participation, it 
is essential, of course, that all intercommunication 
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TABLE I. Reproduction of typical-system-operation dialog. 

COMPUTER OPERATED 
SCANNER PROGRAM 

GIVE X 
X520 
GIVE Y 
Y200 
GIVE Z 
ZI05 
GIVE F 
1:500 
X521 

R8.1 

X AXIS UPPER LIMIT, 
525.00, EXCEEDED 

s 
X BOUNDARIES ARE 

515.00 and 525.00 
Y'BOUNDARIES ARE 

195.00 and 205.00 
Z BOUNDARIES AP, E 

100.00 and 110.00 
F BOUNDARIES ARE 

10.00 and 5000.00 
B 
GIVE BOUNDARY COXDI- 

TIONS FOR NORMAL 
MODE 

R530 
X54W.. EP, R.. 

R8.1 
T 

X 529.10 
Y 200.00 
Z 105.00 
F 500.00 
A 
ANIMAL MODE 
GIVE EARBAR ZERO 

LOCATIOXS 
X COORD 
X523 
Y COORD 
Y201 
Z COORD 
Zi07 
A2.1 
D3.25 
L4.3 

initial COlll[)utcr Collllllellts al/([ 
requests 

operator entry for X coordinate 

operator entry for Y coordinate 

operator entry for Z coordinate 

feed rate F for motions 
last initial operator entry 
new X coordinate request (by 

op) 
request to move Right 8.1 mm 

computer warning 
request Summary of boundaries 

computer response 

initiate Boundary change 

computer response 
new Right boundary entry 
typographical error and compu- 

ter notification of the fact-- 
request to move Right 8.1 mm 
request Typing of present 

position 

computer response 

request to change Animal mode 
computer response and request 

for data 

X coordinate of earbar zero 

Y coordinate for earbar zero 

Z coordinate for earbar zero 

request)Anterior 2.1 mm 
for •>Dorsal 3.23 mm 

positionjLeft 4.3 mm 

between operators and the system be organized in 
terms familiar to the operators, and for rapid exchange 
of information, be implementable with a nxinimum 
number of artificial conventions or codes to remember. 
To accomplish these objectives, the programs for the 
present system are written to receive all commands via 
the computer typewriter, by using simple mnemonic 
abbreviations for the tasks to be performed. Few 
special control settings are involved, so that the type- 
writer page contains nearly all communications with 
the system and it can be nsed with little supplementa- 
tion as a permanent record of the operations performed 
during visualization procedures. Another reqnirement 
for a system with operator participation is the use of 
many error checks, warnings, and other messages to 

indicate the state of the system and assist the operator 
in making decisions. When these are included, the com- 
pttter typewriter page takes on the appearance of a 
dialog between the system and the operator and thus 
becomes a more easily interpreted record of system use. 

An example of this dialog (including some of the 
commands used for manual scanner motions and com- 
puter messages) with its interpretation is shown in the 
reproductipn of a typical typewritten page in Table I. 
Simple requests and messages are exhibited in the top 
half of the sheet. Below the middle of the page is a 
request for the progrant to shift to a second mode of 
operation, A for Animal, which allows examination- 
position coordinates to be requested in a more con- 
yenlent form for animal-examination procedures. In 
this mode, the mnemonic abbreviations are in the 
experimenter's language and refer to locations in the 
animal brain in standard stereotaxic notation. The 
scanner coordinates of the reference position are deter- 
mined prior to entry into this mode and are requested 
by the program immediately upon entry. Thereafter, as 
shown in the lower half of Table I, the experimenter 
can request positions such as Anterior 2.1 mm, Dorsal 
3.23 ram, etc., corresponding to coordinates in a brain 
atlas. The progrant computes each new set of scanner 
coordinates, taking into account the orientation of the 
subject's head. 

In addition to the simple motions listed in Table I, 
the program allows the operator to specify the angular 
orientation from which to view the subject. Since the 
animal's head can be rotated in the holder, as described 
in the Section on methodology, the computation of the 
scanner coordinates involves all three axes according 
to the following transformations (see Fig. 2 for identi- 
fication of coordinate symbols with specfic instrument 
axes); 

X= Xo+ R+r sin0, 

Y= Yo+r(1--cosO)+D cosqS+A sinqS, (5) 
Z= Z0-- D sin•q-A cosqS. 

(See Table II for definitions of the symbols used in 
Eq. 5.) 

The expressions for computing the values of the dis- 
play-position coordinates are somewhat different in 
form from Eq. 5, and they include an angular coordinate 
variable for designating rotation of the display pattern 
on the presentation screen. 

Expressions 1-5 illustrate the ease with which the 
system can be adapted to a variety of situations. Only 
the analytic expressions, used in the scanner or display 
subprograms, need be changed to implement a desired 
scan pattern or display-scan relationship. 

A final provision of the operating program makes 
possible the machine assembly of composite echograms 
from the data obtained from a number of separate scans. 
All the values for the scanning and display parameters 
for the individually scanned segments (overlapping or 
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TaaZ II. Definitions of symbols used in Eq. 5. • 

X0, ¾ o,Zo 

A,P 

scanner-position coordinates; X,Y coordinates in plane 
perpendicular to the horizontal plane of the head bolder 
for 4• = 0, [X is the distance to right, R (-), or left, L (+), 
of raidsagittalposition; Y, the distance above, D(--), or 
below, V(+), the horizontal plane (when •=0 the 
value of Y is equal to the value of D or V)-]; Z, the 
distance anterior, A (+), or posterior, P(-), to the 
plane of X and Y (when 4,=0, the value of Z is equal 
to the value of A or P) 

scanner position for placing acoustic focus at earbar 
zero •ith viewing angle 0 at zero 
distance from mounting axis of transducer to focal 
center (see Fig. 15) 

viewing angle within plane of section relative to 
midsagittal plane (positive when beam axis is directed 
toward the right of this plane in the negative x direc- 
tion) 

amount of angular rotation of anilnal's head about 
earbar axis (positive when head is rotated for occipital 
entry--see Fig. 6) 

anterior, posterior position of cranial site to I,e exam- 
ined in atlas coordinate system (A, anterior to earbar 
zero, Z, positive in the anterior direction, P, posterior 
to earbar zero) 

vertical position of site to !,e examined in atlag coordin- 
ate system (D, dorsal to earbar zero, Y negative in 
dorsal direction, V, ventral to earbar zero) 

lateral position of site to be examined in atlas coordin- 
ate system (R is to right of earbar zero, x is negative, 
L is to left of earbar zero) 

ß Note that tile algebraic siglm of tile terms on tile right of lqq. $, which 
contain the cranial coordinate s_vmbo18, challge with the interchul•ges ½,1' 
symbols. 

nonoverlapping as desired) of an echogram sectitm or a 
series of such sections can be stored. Parameter values 

are grouped in blocks, each corresponding to the settings 
for an individual segment of an echogram,. Each block 
is assigned an identification nnmber when stored, and 
it can be recalled by this number. In this way, a large 
number of combinations of scanner positions, viewing 
angles, and corresponding sets of display parameters is 
made ava/lable to the operator for easy reference. The 
blocks of values can also be punched on tape automatic- 
ally, on command, to become part of a permanent 
library for future use. 

IlL CURRENT AND FUTURE PROGRAM EVOLUTION 

As is typical of an investigative progrant, experience 
in using the visualization system has revealed desirable 
modifications. The present degree of program conlrol 
has demonstrated the value of a progranmmbIe system 
structure and has shown that this techniqt,e should be 
extended to inchtde other functions. 

A recent modification already mentioned is the addi- 
tion of a digital angle encoder to the rotary scan mech- 
anism to allow the computer to read the angular 
orientations of the transducer array. This addition 
eliminates the direct transmission of information from 

scarruer to display shown in Fig. 12 by the dotted line. 
The computer can now read the an•tlar position, 

compute the corresponding display parameters, and so 
completely control the display. In the future, it will 
also have program control over other rotary motions 
and over direction and speed of travel of all degrees of 
freedom, thus providing complete control of all aspects 
of the scanning ,notions, and the relationship between 
them and the echogrant presentation. 

Another feature currently being incorporated in- 
volyes the video-signal channel, and it constitutes the 
initial step toward automatic prncessing of echogram 
data. The linfilcr amplifier shown as a component in 
Fig. 13. will be climimtted and a threshoht detector 
circuit will be added to observe the magnitudes of the 
signals from lilt' nutin amplifier. Since the main ampli- 
tier gain is programmable, the computer will be able 
then to measure signal amplitudes in terms of the gain 
settings required to bring them to the threshold value. 
When combined with program-controlled motions and 
the time-gating facility in the display control circuits, 
the system will be able then to read and store signal 
amplitudes reflected front any tissue site for any viewing 
orientation. 

Along with the instrumentation changes comes ex- 
tensive new prog,'amming, partly by necessity for the 
Ctlttipment nperalion, I)nt mostly because of the greatly 
expanded system capahility. With all the motions 
under program control, programs can be prepared to 
supervise longer and more complex scareting sequences, 
and operator comntands will be more closely related to 
the functions to be performed and less concerned with 
equipment characteristics. 

The ability to measure video-signal amplitudes will 
make it possible to scan tissue, prior to echogram 
recording, for the purpose of determining optimum 
gain settings for each indMdual portion of the present- 
ation. The computer will then he able to exercise the 
same type of judglncnt that now requires human study 
of a number of photographs followed by tediota 
adjustments. Finally, when a sufficient repertoire of 
subprograms of the foregoing types has been developed, 
complete composite echograms of the kind described 
in the methodology section can be automated. As 
experience accumulates, the computer assumes an in- 
creasingly comprehensive r61e in decision making and 
implementing the examining conditions. The onconfing 
new computer programs will be designed to make ultra- 
sonic visualization increasingly useful to those individ- 
uals to whom the ultrasonically detected and display'ed 
features of tissue structure are significant and useful, 
by improving dialog communication links between the 
on-line computer and its human operators. 

IV. SUMMARY 

A versatile and sophisticated ultrasonic tissue visual- 
ization system is described. It incorporates an ondine 
medium-size digital computer that provides wide flexi- 
bility with respect to comprehensive scanning (omni- 
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directional); dual paranmter display (relief); dynamic 
range and resolution (gating and gain of receiver 
amplifier under program control); incorporation of 
changes indicated by accumulating experience. 

Omnidirectional scanning provides for viewing tissue 
cross sections not only with the principal axis of the 
examining beam lying within the cross section, but also 
for a range of angular orientations of this axis with 
respect to the section. This means that for a specific 
cross section in the tissue, the corresponding echogram 
in general includes echoes from interfaces that would 
not be manifested with the usual compound scanning 
methods. 

Relief display introduced here into echograms consti- 
tntes a useful advance in presentation methodology, 
since it appears to aid the viewer in identifying signifi- 
cant signal patterns. It also provides a means of 
distinguishing between different compositions of echoes 
at single positions, e.g., between that corresponding to 
a wide-angle scattering center and that for a specularly 
reflecting interface. 

Echograins corresponding to an entire tissue cross 
section are constructed in stepwise fashion under pro- 
gram control from a group of nonoverlapping (or 
overlapping, if desired) partial echograms (each the 
shape of a sector of a ring), each corresponding to an 
increment of range. The focus of the transducer 
assembly is centered at a depth corresponding to the 
middle of the range, and the receiver amplifier gain is 
adjusted for optimum display characteristics for the 
range increment displayed. Thus, the function of time- 

variable gain and the conflicting requirement of wide 
dynamic range and high resolution in the receiver 
amplifier in the usual forms of equipment are replaced 
and resolved, respectively, by computer control of the 
gain in the present system. This type of control makes 
it possible to achieve optimum azimuthal resolution over 
an entire echogram and to present both strong and weak 
signals lying in different range increments, without 
losing the detail characteristic of 1ogarithnfic amplifica- 
tion. (Program control of the gain as a function of 
position within the individual ring sectors will remove 
the remaining limitation.) 

The on-line computer implements major modifica- 
tions in the operating characteristics of the system, 
which should undergo continuing evolution as other 
tissue structures are examined. Major changes can be 
made in processing of echo data, composition of echo- 
grains, and scareting sequences, without involving the 
large expenditures of funds and time that are character- 
istic of special purpose instrumentation. 

The auxiliary apparatus and a procedure for applying 
the system to the exanfination of intracranial structure 

are described, and typical echograms of brain cross sec- 
tions of the rhesus •nonkey, under the condition that 
the sound dc•s not traverse the skull bone, are illus- 
trated. 
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